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This `dream-laden and spooked? (Marina Warner, London Review of Books) story is to many one of the best-loved
books of the twentieth century. Munthe spent many years working as a doctor in Southern Italy, labouring unstintingly
during typhus, cholera and earthquake disasters. It was during this period that he came across the ruined Tiberian villa of
San Michele, perched high above the glittering Bay of Naples on Capri. With the help of Mastro Nicola and his three
sons, and with only a charcoal sketch roughly drawn on a garden wall to guide them, Munthe devoted himself to
rebuilding the house and chapel. Over five long summers they toiled under a sapphire-blue sky, their mad-cap project
leading them to buried skeletons and ancient coins, and to hilarious encounters with a rich cast of vividly-drawn villagers.
The Story of San Michele reverberates with the mesmerising hum of a long, hot Italian summer. Peopled with
unforgettable characters, it is as brilliantly enjoyable and readable today as it was upon first publication. The book quickly
became an international bestseller and has now been translated into more than 30 languages; it is today an established
classic, and sales number in the millions.
Kara Steward and Lucas Montgomery have always been the best of friends. As doctors, they're too busy saving the
world to commit to anything more. Still, Kara knows exactly who to go to when she needs a little support. But one night
she turns to Lucas and…everything changes. And once they've crossed that line to more than friends, it's impossible to go
back. Their situation is even more tangled when Kara's job calls her away for several weeks. How can they talk about the
new "them" when she's half a world away? She can't put off this discussion too long, however. Not after she discovers
there's a baby to consider….
A Sunday Times Book of the Year As featured on the BBC Radio 2 Book Club Dr James Barry: Inspector General of
Hospitals, army surgeon, duellist, reformer, ladykiller, eccentric. He performed the first successful Caesarean in the
British Empire, outraged the military establishment and gave Florence Nightingale a dressing down at Scutari. At home
he was surrounded by a menagerie of animals, including a cat, a goat, a parrot and a terrier. Long ago in Cork, Ireland,
he had also been a mother. This is the amazing tale of Margaret Anne Bulkley, the young woman who broke the rules of
Georgian society to become one of the most respected surgeons of the century. In an extraordinary life, she crossed
paths with the British Empire’s great and good, royalty and rebels, soldiers and slaves. A medical pioneer, she rose to a
position that no woman before her had been allowed to occupy, but for all her successes, her long, audacious deception
also left her isolated, even costing her the chance to be with the man she loved.
Losing a baby tore them apart...can having another reunite them? Losing their daughter left doctors Tucker and Kady
heartbroken, and when Tucker couldn't face trying for another child, it left their marriage in pieces. Meeting again at a
medical event, they find their memories are reawakened – along with their scorching chemistry! But Kady still longs for a
baby...and Tucker must finally face his fears if he's to find happiness with her again...
Describes the developments being made in fetal medicine, including surgical techniques and medical therapies designed
to treat and save babies while still in the womb
It’s never too early to learn about the body! This biology book will educate your little learner on the human body - and not
just the physical body parts at that! Don't stop at head, knees, arms and toes. Teach your children about the littlest parts
of the body too. Go ahead and secure a copy of this biology book today!
One wild night.One grumpy boss.And a baby I can't tell him about.It was the start of my dream life.New job, new town, loser exboyfriend kicked to the curb.So I let loose for once.Went home with a guy with stunning blue eyes and a naughty smile.You know
the smile.The kind that makes toes curls and leaves scratches down his back.But I have no regrets...Until I report to work at the
hospital and in walks Dr. Naughty Smile.Except he's not so charming with his white coat on.Dr. Ethan Cole is a cocky off-limits
prick while on the clock.But off the clock those chiseled abs are mine.So, I'll play the enemy.Because in this small town, loving him
could be the end of me.Oh, did I mention he's the baby's daddy?Maybe it's time to tell him.Doctor's Secret Baby is a standalone,
full-length romance with no cheating or cliffhangers. The HEA is guaranteed to make you swoon!The books in the Cole Brothers
series can be read in any order.
A brilliant and courageous doctor reveals, in gripping accounts of true cases, the power and limits of modern medicine. Sometimes
in medicine the only way to know what is truly going on in a patient is to operate, to look inside with one's own eyes. This book is
exploratory surgery on medicine itself, laying bare a science not in its idealized form but as it actually is -- complicated, perplexing,
and profoundly human. Atul Gawande offers an unflinching view from the scalpel's edge, where science is ambiguous, information
is limited, the stakes are high, yet decisions must be made. In dramatic and revealing stories of patients and doctors, he explores
how deadly mistakes occur and why good surgeons go bad. He also shows us what happens when medicine comes up against
the inexplicable: an architect with incapacitating back pain for which there is no physical cause; a young woman with nausea that
won't go away; a television newscaster whose blushing is so severe that she cannot do her job. Gawande offers a richly detailed
portrait of the people and the science, even as he tackles the paradoxes and imperfections inherent in caring for human lives. At
once tough-minded and humane, Complications is a new kind of medical writing, nuanced and lucid, unafraid to confront the
conflicts and uncertainties that lie at the heart of modern medicine, yet always alive to the possibilities of wisdom in this
extraordinary endeavor. Complications is a 2002 National Book Award Finalist for Nonfiction.
The bestselling Baby University book series that brought you ABCs of Space, Rocket Science for Babies, and Quantum Physics
for Babies is expanding! Empower children with this educational doctor book for kids so they can visit the doctor with courage and
curiosity! Every year, you go to the doctor's office to make sure your body is working like it should. A nurse and doctor will check
almost every part of you. They want to make sure you stay happy and healthy. Written by leading medical experts, Cara and Jon
Florance, this doctor's visit book will take the fear out of going to the doctor by breaking down what and why a doctor does what he
or she does. My Doctor's Visit is the perfect book for nurses to read and makes a wonderful addition to other special gifts for your
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little one, such as toy stethoscopes for kids, doctor kits for toddlers, and thermometers for babies. Give the gift of learning to your
little one with this baby and toddler doctor book and help them feel confident about their next doctor's visit!
Alex is the unbelievably rich heir of a prestigious family, and not only does he live in a huge mansion, he's also good-looking, a
brilliant doctor...and a confirmed bachelor. Jenny's younger sister, Chloe, claimed that this man was the father of her child, Daisy,
before she passed away. Jenny wants more than anything for Alex to fulfill his responsibility as a father, so she brings Daisy to
visit Alex at his house. The man she meets there is as much of a coldhearted playboy as the rumors claim. He gives the two of
them an appraising look, and finally says, scornfully, "Is it money you're after? That's too bad. That baby isn't mine."?
The worldwide bestselling Baby University book series that brought you ABCs of Science, Robotics for Babies, and Organic
Chemistry for Babies is expanding! Empower children with this educational baby book so they can understand their bodies with
courage and curiosity! Bacteria are very small living things. Some bacteria are good and some bacteria are bad. Luckily, we have
a family of medicine called Antibiotics that can get rid of bad bacteria. Turn getting sick from something scary into an engaging
learning experience! In this installment of the new Baby Medical School series, Cara and Jon Florance break down how and why
we get sick with the help of merry microbes and big-eyed bacteria. The whimsical artwork and humorous text is perfect for
enlightening the next generation of geniuses and creating a love for medical science they will carry for a lifetime! Bacteria and
Antibiotics is a fantastic book for nurses to read and makes a wonderful addition to other special gifts for your little one, such as
science toys for toddlers, baby anatomy books, and educational baby toys. Give the gift of learning to your little one with this
educational baby book and help them understand their bodies!
Losing a baby tore them apart… Can having another reunite them? Losing their daughter left doctors Tucker and Kady heartbroken
and when he couldn’t face trying for another child, it left their marriage in pieces. When they meet again at a medical event, their
memories are reawakened—along with their scorching chemistry! But Kady still longs for a baby, and Tucker must finally face his
fears if he’s to find happiness with her again…
The #1 internationally bestselling, gripping true story of a frontline trauma surgeon operating in the world’s most dangerous war
zones For more than 25 years, surgeon David Nott has volunteered in some of the world’s most dangerous conflict zones. From
Sarajevo under siege in 1993 to clandestine hospitals in rebel-held eastern Aleppo, he has carried out lifesaving operations in the
most challenging conditions, and with none of the resources of a major metropolitan hospital. He is now widely acknowledged as
the most experienced trauma surgeon in the world. War Doctor is his extraordinary story, encompassing his surgeries in nearly
every major conflict zone since the end of the Cold War, as well as his struggles to return to a “normal” life and routine after each
trip. Culminating in his recent trips to war-torn Syria—and the untold story of his efforts to help secure a humanitarian corridor out of
besieged Aleppo to evacuate some 50,000 people—War Doctor is a heart-stopping and moving blend of medical memoir, personal
journey, and nonfiction thriller that provides unforgettable, at times raw, insight into the human toll of war.
Doctors help people in need. Baby is ready to lend a hand! An aspirational, inspirational celebration of future careers for babies
who can be ANYTHING! Paging Doctor Baby -- we have a cuteness emergency! Read along to learn how Baby already has what
it takes to become a medical professional. Includes lots of fun doctor facts to help foster curiosity and empower little ones to listen,
problem-solve, and take care of others! Future Baby is an adorable board book series that takes a playful peek into an assortment
of amazing careers and shows little ones how their current skills match up with the job at hand. With Future Baby, babies can be
anything!
What should happen when doctors and parents disagree about what would be best for a child? When should courts become
involved? Should life support be stopped against parents’ wishes? The case of Charlie Gard, reached global attention in 2017. It
led to widespread debate about the ethics of disagreements between doctors and parents, about the place of the law in such
disputes, and about the variation in approach between different parts of the world. In this book, medical ethicists Dominic
Wilkinson and Julian Savulescu critically examine the ethical questions at the heart of disputes about medical treatment for
children. They use the Gard case as a springboard to a wider discussion about the rights of parents, the harms of treatment, and
the vital issue of limited resources. They discuss other prominent UK and international cases of disagreement and conflict. From
opposite sides of the debate Wilkinson and Savulescu provocatively outline the strongest arguments in favour of and against
treatment. They analyse some of the distinctive and challenging features of treatment disputes in the 21st century and argue that
disagreement about controversial ethical questions is both inevitable and desirable. They outline a series of lessons from the Gard
case and propose a radical new ‘dissensus’ framework for future cases of disagreement. This new book critically examines the
core ethical questions at the heart of disputes about medical treatment for children. The contents review prominent cases of
disagreement from the UK and internationally and analyse some of the distinctive and challenging features around treatment
disputes in the 21st century. The book proposes a radical new framework for future cases of disagreement around the care of
gravely ill people.
She's got a secret…her son! A previous affair ended badly, but it left Annie with her beloved son. Now Jamie is old enough for day
care, and Annie is going back to work—in the gynecology department of Belfield Infirmary. As a single mom and a junior doctor,
Annie has enough to worry about. Having to keep her son a secret at work makes it worse. But she'd be coping just fine if not for
the interested, interfering, irresistible Gideon Caldwell. Annie has to work with him, but she can't seem to get him out of her private
life…or even out of her head!
Gynecologist Maddie danced with a strange man at her hospital’s charity party. As a onetime divorcée, she’s been timid around
men, but the time spent with this strange man was dreamy. She regretted that she never asked him for his number. She wanted to
see him again! Her wish was soon granted. She meets him again at her work on the following day. He’s there to fill in for another
gynecologist. Theo is a kind man, and the two of them naturally become closer. But she finds out that he has no desire to get
married or have children. When she learns the reason behind it, she is devastated.
In the 1960s the premise of this story did happen. Practicing physicians in this era were treated as omnipotent, creating a godlike
complex allowing some of them to take it upon themselves to choose which babies, when born, should live or die. Selectively
placing babies with visible flaws in boxes with medical tape over their mouths to silence their cries, than ordering nurses to place
those boxes in a closet until...death. But what if they had lived? This could have been their story... Minnesota, 1969 - Carolyn, a
young nurse, assisting with the delivery of a baby boy, watches in disbelief and horror as Dr. Jefferson attempts to dispose of the
baby like unwanted trash just because he was born with a visible flaw. Unwilling to let the boy die, Carolyn finds herself doing the
unthinkable – kidnapping the child and concocting a web of lies to protect herself, her family, and her new son Joe. Minnesota
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1998 - Carolyn's tenuous web of lies begins to unravel. Joe, has overcome the challenges from his birth and is now an assistant
district attorney. Upon learning the circumstances of his birth, he embarks on a journey for justice for him and the babies who
came before him. Every step toward justice reveals unimaginable truths. Joe finds himself asking if the pain of discovering the
secrets of the past is worth justice after all. The ethical and moral dilemmas along with multiple fast moving plot lines will engage
the reader and generate great discussion points for book clubs across the country! Our hero, Joe, is handsome, smart, successful,
and has risen to meet the challenges of his disability! If you have had to overcome challenges or know someone who has you will
love this novel!
A new life—a new hope… When Dr. Gideon Merrill finds out Dr. Lorna Preston is coming to film his search-and-rescue operation in a
storm-devastated Brazilian village, everything he's tried to forget comes flooding back. Their passionate affair, their failed
marriage—the baby they lost. Forced to work with her, he's soon struck by how different—how incredible—Lorna is. But a night of
passion changes everything, and as they work miracles to save countless lives Gideon knows he and Lorna might just have made
a tiny miracle of their own. Could a precious new life herald the start of an amazing new future—together?
Written by a doctor, Cardiology for Babies offers a perfect introduction to the wonders of the human body. This interactive board
book teaches little ones about the heart, one of the body’s most vital organs, and the role it plays in maintaining life. Through
words and pictures, this book for children captures the imagination, stimulates curiosity, and facilitates a love for science in the
next generation.
Alex Westerling is a brilliant doctor. He's committed, dedicated and has a magical touch with his patients. He's also never out of
the newspapers and celebrity magazines, as he's an aristocrat with a string of women lining up behind him.… That's until beautiful
nurse Jenny Phillips turns up on his doorstep—claiming that her late sister's baby, cradled in her arms, is his child! Alex is certain
he has never, ever set eyes on Jenny or her sister before! But Jenny is sure Alex is the father—until he can prove otherwise.
Getting pregnant? A big deal. Getting pregnant by your handsome, hands-on personal physician? An even bigger deal. And don’t
forget, he has a business partner who loves being in on the action as well. I’ve put off seeing a doctor for a long time, so when I
finally work up the nerve, I decide to go for the best. Doctors Ryder Stephenson and Ranger Stevens have a very exclusive
practice on Park Avenue. They’re two incredibly gorgeous, rich as all hell plastic surgeons with a helluva magic touch. Except, my
consultation goes off the rails. My physicians are completely irresistible, and the temperature in the exam room heats up until it’s
near sizzling. We’re damn near breaking the law. But you know what I really want? A baby. … And the doctors are only too happy
to oblige. They tell me to come back for another consultation … and another … and another … until soon, I’m a mommy-to-be. Yeah,
whoops. This wasn’t supposed to happen. But now, I want it all, and the gorgeous, huge, growly physicians won’t stop until I’m
mommy to a dozen of their children! We’re off the reservation with crazy, over-the-top insta-love between two gorgeous doctors
and a sassy curvy girl that will make you want to put on a flimsy hospital gown. There are no swords that cross because the story
is all about her. Not responsible for thermometers that break. Reader beware. As with all my books, this one is safe, with no
cheating, and a HEA guaranteed.

A guide to the diagnosis and treatment of common childhood ailments and developmental problems furnishes healing
tips and advice on coping with asthma, ADD, croup, sibling rivalry, toilet training, teething, chicken pox, and other
problems. Reprint.
She'd know those blue eyes anywhere... July Greer couldn't believe it. Here she was, in labour...and the doctor treating
her was the father of her child! She and Dr David Wahl had shared July's one and only one-night stand. But they'd both
moved on. So how could she tell him the truth? The strapping baby boy David had just delivered couldn't be his
son...could it? Because the woman holding him in her arms was the one he'd been unable to banish from his dreams for
the past nine months. And she was awakening all kinds of new dreams in David – mainly, to grab them both in his arms
and never let them go!
Marion and Shiva Stone are twin brothers born of a secret union between a beautiful Indian nun and a brash British
surgeon. Orphaned by their mother’s death and their father’s disappearance and bound together by a preternatural
connection and a shared fascination with medicine, the twins come of age as Ethiopia hovers on the brink of revolution.
Moving from Addis Ababa to New York City and back again, Cutting for Stone is an unforgettable story of love and
betrayal, medicine and ordinary miracles—and two brothers whose fates are forever intertwined.
A study in the collision between Western medicine and the beliefs of a traditional culture focuses on a hospitalized child
of Laotian immigrants whose belief that illness is a spiritual matter comes into conflict with doctors' methods.
From New York Times bestselling author Krista Lakes comes a sexy standalone novel about the baddest bad boy doctor
and the sweet little nurse that he falls for. When I left my small hometown years ago, I never expected to come back. I
certainly never expected that when I did, I'd be working for him. He's the town's doctor. He's supposed to be a
respectable member of society, a pillar for the community. He's supposed to have come a long way from the bad boy
who rode a motorcycle in high school. But he hasn't. One glance from those lustful eyes looking at me tells me that he
has the same voracious appetites that he did when we were younger. Only it's not quite the same stare. It's more urgent.
It's more intense. I'm not the same nerdy girl who tutored him. I've grown up, developed fertile curves that I know he finds
irresistible. In this small town, rumors travel fast, and the family doctor can't be seen as a player. So he does try to resist.
And I do too. But with every smoldering glance and moment of sexual tension, we find our barriers breaking down. After a
stressful night of touch-and-go baby delivery, a moment of elation overcomes our inhibitions. It seems like maybe we'll
need to confront those rumors sooner rather than later, especially before I begin to show the results of that night. Can I
give this doctor the family he has always desired?
A girl raised by dolphins must choose between two worlds in this critically acclaimed novel about what it means to be a
human being.
A #1 New York Times bestseller by Kim Edwards, The Memory Keeper’s Daughter is a brilliantly crafted novel of parallel
lives, familial secrets, and the redemptive power of love Kim Edwards’s stunning novel begins on a winter night in 1964
in Lexington, Kentucky, when a blizzard forces Dr. David Henry to deliver his own twins. His son, born first, is perfectly
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healthy, but the doctor immediately recognizes that his daughter has Down syndrome. Rationalizing it as a need to
protect Norah, his wife, he makes a split second decision that will alter all of their lives forever. He asks his nurse,
Caroline, to take the baby away to an institution and never to reveal the secret. Instead, she disappears into another city
to raise the child herself. So begins this beautifully told story that unfolds over a quarter of a century—in which these two
families, ignorant of each other, are yet bound by the fateful decision made that winter night long ago. A family drama,
The Memory Keeper’s Daughter explores every mother's silent fear: What would happen if you lost your child and she
grew up without you? It is also an astonishing tale of love and how the mysterious ties that hold a family together help us
survive the heartache that occurs when long-buried secrets are finally uncovered.
For the Love of Babies: One Doctor's Stories About Life in the Neonatal ICU invites readers into the NICU - one area in
the hospital that is unfamiliar and frightening to most people - and demystifies the place where extraordinary things
transpire. This book is for anyone who has ever wondered how doctors and nurses work under intense pressure to
diagnose and treat the smallest of patients and how parents cope with the enormous emotional stresses facing them. It is
a touching and unforgettable glimpse into the triumph, loss, happiness, and pain that make up the daily rhythms of life in
the NICU.
She was hoping he could help her get pregnant, but she never expected it to be the old-fashioned way.
"Doctors Help Baby" is the first book in a series designed to assist parents and family walk a child(ren) through a younger sibling's hospital
stay for a Congenital Heart Defect (CHD). Having to watch a new baby go through open heart surgery so young is very difficult for parents to
experience. It can be even harder when there are other children. Even though they may be little, they have so many questions and fears.
There are no right or wrong ways to feel as your family walks along side your Heart Warrior through open-heart surgery and the healing
journey. This book is designed to help you navigate the hospital experience with toddler-age children so they can better understand what is
happening to their newest sibling and process their emotions. As you share this book with your child(ren) about their sibling's specific
situation. Encourage them to share how they are feeling about their sibling and all the changes that have occurred within your family.
What would you do if the man of your wildest dreams...Turns out to be your evil ex's long lost brother?A doctor.Millionaire.Sexy. And
charismatic. Duncan is everything I ever wanted - but never had.The sexual tension is unlike anything I've ever experienced.And boy does
the talented doctor know how to treat all my body parts.But I discover the most shocking news.A secret he's kept hidden all this time.And I
vow never to see him again.But, months later, guess who shows up ready to deliver my baby...And he's in for a big surprise!Because he's not
the only one that can keep a big secret.
A young doctor and his wife come to Belize, devastated by Hurricane Hattie in 1961. He is posted to a town near the Guatemalan border as
District Medical Officer. Guatemala has a civil war. It also claims Belize es nuestro! Belize is ours! Paratroops for the failed Bay of Pigs
invasion of Cuba in April 1962 had flown from Guatemalan airfields. Survivors continue training there, planning further attacks against Cuba.
British intelligence agents have infiltrated these commando groups. The English Doctor finds evidence for a commando attack against a
sworn enemy. Terrorists surround his clinic to kidnap him for interrogation. Unfortunately the anti-Castro commandos succeed in their
mission.
Hot older man. Check! Doctor with a sexy accent. Check! College professor that knocks me up. Check!!!!!!! It all started when my controlling
parents staged a horrible date. Luckily, I was rescued by a fine specimen of a man. Logan was a walking New Zealand Adonis, Sporting a
smile and confidence that could melt any girl's panties off. I gladly obliged. I had the best night of my life - but that's was where it ended. The
next day, whispers of a hot professor filled the air at campus. Then a familiar deep baritone voice sends shocks of electricity through my
body. Sh*t!! Sh*t!! Sh*t!! Logan is my professor!! I want to ignore him. Forget we ever met. But weeks later, my life reaches a whole new level
of crazy. Mother nature's monthly gift ghosts me - and that can only mean one thing!!! This is book seven in the bestselling Doctors of Denver
series. This is Logan's love story (Hayden's twin brother). K.C. Crowne is an international bestselling author and Amazon Top 8 Bestseller.
Summer changes everything......
In the US edition of this international bestseller, Adam Kay channels Henry Marsh and David Sedaris to tell us the "darkly funny" (The New
Yorker) -- and sometimes horrifying -- truth about life and work in a hospital. Welcome to 97-hour weeks. Welcome to life and death
decisions. Welcome to a constant tsunami of bodily fluids. Welcome to earning less than the hospital parking meter. Wave goodbye to your
friends and relationships. Welcome to the life of a first-year doctor. Scribbled in secret after endless days, sleepless nights and missed
weekends, comedian and former medical resident Adam Kay's This Is Going to Hurt provides a no-holds-barred account of his time on the
front lines of medicine. Hilarious, horrifying and heartbreaking by turns, this is everything you wanted to know -- and more than a few things
you didn't -- about life on and off the hospital ward. And yes, it may leave a scar.
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